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A handsome stranger moves to the small Pennsylvania town of Central Valley, and his name is Chris
Brennan. He’s applying for a job as a teacher and varsity baseball coach at the local high school, and he
looks perfect, on paper. But his name is an alias, his resume is false, and everything about him is a lie. And
he has a secret plan - for which he needs a pawn on the baseball team.

Susan Sematov loves her younger son Raz, the quirky and free-spirited pitcher of the team. But Raz’s adored
father died only a few months ago, and the family is grief-stricken. Secretly, Raz is looking to fill the Daddy-
shaped hole in his heart.

Heather Larkin is a struggling single mother who’s dedicated to her only son Justin, the quiet rookie on the
team. But Justin’s shy and reserved nature renders him vulnerable to attention, including that of a new
father-figure.

Mindy Kostis is the wife of a busy surgeon and the queen bee of the baseball boosters, where her super-
popular son Evan is the star catcher. But she doesn’t realize that Evan’s sense of entitlement is becoming a
full-blown case of affluenza, and after he gets his new BMW, it’s impossible to know where he’s going – or
whom he’s spending time with.

The lives of these families revolve around the baseball team – and Chris Brennan. What does he really want?
How far will he go to get it? Who among them will survive the lethal jeopardy threatening them, from the
shadows?

Enthralling and suspenseful, One Perfect Lie is an emotional thriller and a suburban crime story that will
keep readers riveted to the shocking end, with killer twists and characters you won’t soon forget.
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From reader reviews:

Pamela Dudley:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of action that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading
book so. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new
information. When you read a publication you will get new information since book is one of numerous ways
to share the information or their idea. Second, examining a book will make you actually more imaginative.
When you looking at a book especially fictional works book the author will bring that you imagine the story
how the personas do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to other folks. When you read
this One Perfect Lie, you could tells your family, friends along with soon about yours publication. Your
knowledge can inspire different ones, make them reading a reserve.

Mildred Duncan:

Spent a free time to be fun activity to do! A lot of people spent their down time with their family, or their
particular friends. Usually they accomplishing activity like watching television, gonna beach, or picnic
within the park. They actually doing same thing every week. Do you feel it? Would you like to something
different to fill your own personal free time/ holiday? Could be reading a book may be option to fill your free
of charge time/ holiday. The first thing you ask may be what kinds of book that you should read. If you want
to try look for book, may be the reserve untitled One Perfect Lie can be fine book to read. May be it is
usually best activity to you.

James Shafer:

Are you kind of busy person, only have 10 or even 15 minute in your time to upgrading your mind skill or
thinking skill actually analytical thinking? Then you have problem with the book in comparison with can
satisfy your short space of time to read it because this time you only find reserve that need more time to be
learn. One Perfect Lie can be your answer given it can be read by you actually who have those short spare
time problems.

Jennifer Yost:

Do you like reading a e-book? Confuse to looking for your chosen book? Or your book seemed to be rare?
Why so many concern for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy with regard to reading.
Some people likes reading, not only science book and also novel and One Perfect Lie as well as others
sources were given know-how for you. After you know how the fantastic a book, you feel want to read more
and more. Science e-book was created for teacher or even students especially. Those guides are helping them
to increase their knowledge. In other case, beside science e-book, any other book likes One Perfect Lie to
make your spare time much more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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